
A dream destination for Honeymoon Holiday 
Vietnam has been widely known as a great destination for backpackers due to the 
low-cost and exciting travel experience it gives. Nevertheless, not many people know 
the romantic side of Vietnam which is perfectly suitable for your romantic holiday or 
honeymoon. Recently, Vietnam has been praised by Brides – a famous magazine on 
wedding – as the Honeymoon of your dream, especially the Middle part of Vietnam. 
Let’s discover the reason why Vietnam could gain that title.  
Firstly, one of the foremost criteria for choosing a honeymoon destination is the 
feeling of privacy and individual. The new-wed couple might just want to spend time 
together and enjoy nature. Crowded, hustle and bustle atmosphere might destroy 
their dream honeymoon. The Middle Vietnam perfectly fits this requirement. It is not 
as crowded as the other main cities like Hanoi or Ho Chi Minh city. Life in the Middle 
Vietnam is more tranquil, simpler and slower with picturesque villages and wonderful 
people. 
More than that, the Middle Vietnam is home to many stunning beaches. The central 
of Vietnam owns a long coastal line; therefore, it owns many of the greatest beaches 
in Vietnam. A beach holiday in Vietnam will absolutely win your heart. 
A honeymoon is a time for couples to loosen their budget and spend on high-end 
tourism service. They could possible find one in some touristy destinations of the 
Central Vietnam like in Hoi An or Da Nang. Fancy and glamorous experiences 
in luxury resorts in Da Nang and Hoi An could fulfill your dream with a good price 
compared to others. 
One of the first criteria to choose a honeymoon destination is food. Even though 
some places might be short of elaborating and expensive, however, you can still find 
so many ordinary eating places with superb food. The central part of Vietnam has 
undefeatable recipes of great food that would make your honeymoon even sweeter. 
A honeymoon in the central part of Vietnam will give you a great and fresh start for 
your new chapter in life. 
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